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Visualization in Modern Cartography explores links
between the centuries-old discipline of cartography
and today's revolutionary developments in scientific
visualization. The book has three main goals: (1) to
pass on design and symbolization expertise to the
scientific visualization community - information that
comes from centuries of pre-computer visualization by
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cartographers, and their more recent experiences with
computerizing the discipline; (2) to help
cartographers cope with the dramatic shift from print
cartography to a dynamic virtual cartography for which
their role is changing from that of map designer to
one of spatial information display (and/or interface)
designer; (3) to illustrate the expanded role for
cartography in geographic, environmental, planning,
and earth science applications that comes with the
development of interactive geographic visualization
tools. To achieve these goals, the book is divided
into three parts. The first sets the historical,
cognitive, and technological context for
geographic/cartographic visualization tool
development. The second covers key technological,
symbolization, and user interface issues. The third
provides a detailed look at selected prototype
geographic/cartographic visualization tools and their
applications.
Visualizing the Lifespan will allow students to learn
effectively by understanding the world around them and
interpreting what they see in a meaningful and
accurate way. The content, design, and layout of the
title takes advantage of the full capacity in which
students process information – visual as well as
verbal.
The Geologic Time Scale 2012, winner of a 2012 PROSE
Award Honorable Mention for Best Multi-volume
Reference in Science from the Association of American
Publishers, is the framework for deciphering the
history of our planet Earth. The authors have been at
the forefront of chronostratigraphic research and
initiatives to create an international geologic time
scale for many years, and the charts in this book
present the most up-to-date, international standard,
as ratified by the International Commission on
Stratigraphy and the International Union of Geological
Sciences. This 2012 geologic time scale is an
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enhanced, improved and expanded version of the
GTS2004, including chapters on planetary scales, the
Cryogenian-Ediacaran periods/systems, a prehistory
scale of human development, a survey of sequence
stratigraphy, and an extensive compilation of stableisotope chemostratigraphy. This book is an essential
reference for all geoscientists, including
researchers, students, and petroleum and mining
professionals. The presentation is non-technical and
illustrated with numerous colour charts, maps and
photographs. The book also includes a detachable wall
chart of the complete time scale for use as a handy
reference in the office, laboratory or field. The most
detailed international geologic time scale available
that contextualizes information in one single
reference for quick desktop access. Gives insights in
the construction, strengths, and limitations of the
geological time scale that greatly enhances its
function and its utility. Aids understanding by
combining with the mathematical and statistical
methods to scaled composites of global succession of
events. Meets the needs of a range of users at various
points in the workflow (researchers extracting linear
time from rock records, students recognizing the
geologic stage by their content).
Ideal for both undergraduate and graduate students in
the fields of geography, forestry, ecology, geographic
information science, remote sensing, and
photogrammetric engineering, LiDAR Remote Sensing and
Applications expertly joins LiDAR principles, data
processing basics, applications, and hands-on
practices in one comprehensive source. The LiDAR data
within this book is collected from 27 areas in the
United States, Brazil, Canada, Ghana, and Haiti and
includes 183 figures created to introduce the
concepts, methods, and applications in a clear
context. It provides 11 step-by-step projects
predominately based on Esri’s ArcGIS software to
support seamless integration of LiDAR products and
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other GIS data. The first six projects are for basic
LiDAR data visualization and processing and the other
five cover more advanced topics: from mapping gaps in
mangrove forests in Everglades National Park, Florida
to generating trend surfaces for rock layers in Raplee
Ridge, Utah. Features Offers a comprehensive overview
of LiDAR technology with numerous applications in
geography, forestry and earth science Gives necessary
theoretical foundations from all pertinent subject
matter areas Uses case studies and best practices to
point readers to tools and resources Provides a
synthesis of ongoing research in the area of LiDAR
remote sensing technology Includes carefully selected
illustrations and data from the authors' research
projects Before every project in the book, a link is
provided for users to download data
Rapid Penetration into Granular Media: Visualizing the
Fundamental Physics of Rapid Penetration introduces
readers to the variety of methods developed to
visualize, observe, and model the rapid penetration of
natural and man-made projectiles into earth materials
while providing seasoned practitioners with a standard
reference that showcases the topic's most recent
developments in research and application. There has
been a flurry of recently funded research both in the
U.S. and Europe on studying the behavior of
projectiles in granular media. This book compiles the
findings of recent research on the subject and
outlines the fundamental physics of rapid earth
penetration, and assembles a comprehensive collection
of experimental and numerical techniques to study the
problem. Presents a comprehensive interdisciplinary
review of the latest research developments in the
response of granular media to impact and impulsive
loading Combines the experience of prominent
researchers from different disciplines focusing on the
challenges presented by impact loading of granular
media Introduces recently developed methods for
visualizing the fundamental physics of rapid
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penetration into granular media.

Visualizing Geology, 4th Edition introduces students
to geology and Earth system science through the
distinctive mode of visual learning that is the
hallmark of the Wiley Visualizing series. Readers
learn that the geologic features we see and experience
result from interactions among three grand cycles,
which extend from Earths core to the fringes of our
atmosphere: the tectonic cycle, the rock cycle, and
the water cycle.
The second edition enables psychologists to gain a
better understanding of what is unique and intriguing
about this area of study. It follows a groundbreaking
visual approach that helps them quickly and easily
learn the subject. With numerous illustrations and
graphics, the book brings complex concepts to life.
The links between theory and application are also
clearly presented. Psychologists will benefit from
this visually-oriented look into the field because
it’s more engaging than other resources.
This lab manual is accessible to science and
nonscience majors and also provides a strong background for geology and other science majors. Concepts
carry over from one lab to the next and are reinforced
so that at the end of the semester, the students have
experience at interpreting the rock record and an
understanding of how the process of science works.
Visualizing Human Geography: At Home in a Diverse
World, Second Edition maximizes the use of
photographs, maps and illustrations to bring the
colorful diversity of Human cultures, political
systems, food production, and migration into the
undergraduate classroom. This text provides readers
with an exciting approach to the subject, allowing
them to see Human Geography as a dynamic and growing
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science and helping them move beyond the idea that
geography is about memorization. Unique presentation
of visuals facilitates reflection on the textual
content of this text, providing a clear path to the
understanding of key concepts. In its Second Edition,
Visualizing Human Geography: At Home in a Diverse
World includes improved coverage of migration and
industry and new animations to support each chapter.
Visualizing Everyday Chemistry is for a one-semester
course dedicated to introducing chemistry to nonscience students. It shows what chemistry is and what
it does, by integrating words with powerful and
compelling visuals and learning aids. With this
approach, students not only learn the basic principles
of chemistry but see how chemistry impacts their lives
and society. The goal of Visualizing Everyday
Chemistry is to show students that chemistry is
important and relevant, not because we say it is but
because they see it is.

Global Change and the Earth System describes what is
known about the Earth system and the impact of changes
caused by humans. It considers the consequences of
these changes with respect to the stability of the
Earth system and the well-being of humankind; as well
as exploring future paths towards Earth-system science
in support of global sustainability. The results
presented here are based on 10 years of research on
global change by many of the world's most eminent
scholars. This valuable volume achieves a new level of
integration and interdisciplinarity in treating global
change.
Data Science and Big Data Analytics is about
harnessing the power of data for new insights. The
book covers the breadth of activities and methods and
tools that Data Scientists use. The content focuses on
concepts, principles and practical applications that
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are applicable to any industry and technology
environment, and the learning is supported and
explained with examples that you can replicate using
open-source software. This book will help you: Become
a contributor on a data science team Deploy a
structured lifecycle approach to data analytics
problems Apply appropriate analytic techniques and
tools to analyzing big data Learn how to tell a
compelling story with data to drive business action
Prepare for EMC Proven Professional Data Science
Certification Corresponding data sets are available
from the book’s page at Wiley which you can find on
the Wiley site by searching for the ISBN
9781118876138. Get started discovering, analyzing,
visualizing, and presenting data in a meaningful way
today!
The definitive reference book with real-world
solutions you won't find anywhere else The Big Book of
Dashboards presents a comprehensive reference for
those tasked with building or overseeing the
development of business dashboards. Comprising dozens
of examples that address different industries and
departments (healthcare, transportation, finance,
human resources, marketing, customer service, sports,
etc.) and different platforms (print, desktop, tablet,
smartphone, and conference room display) The Big Book
of Dashboards is the only book that matches great
dashboards with real-world business scenarios. By
organizing the book based on these scenarios and
offering practical and effective visualization
examples, The Big Book of Dashboards will be the
trusted resource that you open when you need to build
an effective business dashboard. In addition to the
scenarios there's an entire section of the book that
is devoted to addressing many practical and
psychological factors you will encounter in your work.
It's great to have theory and evidenced-based research
at your disposal, but what will you do when somebody
asks you to make your dashboard 'cooler' by adding
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packed bubbles and donut charts? The expert authors
have a combined 30-plus years of hands-on experience
helping people in hundreds of organizations build
effective visualizations. They have fought many 'best
practices' battles and having endured bring an
uncommon empathy to help you, the reader of this book,
survive and thrive in the data visualization world. A
well-designed dashboard can point out risks,
opportunities, and more; but common challenges and
misconceptions can make your dashboard useless at
best, and misleading at worst. The Big Book of
Dashboards gives you the tools, guidance, and models
you need to produce great dashboards that inform,
enlighten, and engage.
Biochemistry addresses the diverse needs of premed,
biochemistry, and life science majors by presenting
relevant material while still preserving a chemical
perspective. Presented within the next generation of
WileyPLUS, Biochemistry emphasizes worked problems
through video walkthroughs, interactive elements and
expanded end-of-chapter problems with a wide range of
subject matter and difficulty. The worked problems in
the course are both qualitative and quantitative and
model for students the biochemical reasoning they need
to practice. Students will often be asked to analyze
data and make critical assessments of experiments.
State-of-the-art analysis of geological structures has
become increasingly quantitative but traditionally,
graphical methods are used in teaching. This
innovative lab book provides a unified methodology for
problem-solving in structural geology using linear
algebra and computation. Assuming only limited
mathematical training, the book begins with classic
orientation problems and progresses to more
fundamental topics of stress, strain and error
propagation. It introduces linear algebra methods as
the foundation for understanding vectors and tensors,
and demonstrates the application of geometry and
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kinematics in geoscience without requiring students to
take a supplementary mathematics course. All
algorithms are illustrated with a suite of online
MATLAB functions, allowing users to modify the code to
solve their own structural problems. Containing 20
worked examples and over 60 exercises, this is the
ideal lab book for advanced undergraduates or
beginning graduate students. It will also provide
professional structural geologists with a valuable
reference and refresher for calculations.
Principles of Sequence Stratigraphy provides an indepth coverage and impartial assessment of all current
ideas and models in the field of sequence
stratigraphy. This textbook thoroughly develops
fundamental concepts of sequence stratigraphy that
links base-level changes to sedimentary deposits. It
examines differing approaches to how the sequence
stratigraphic method can be applied to the rock
record, and reviews practical applications such as how
petroleum geologists can target where to drill for
oil. The book's balanced approach helps students
acquire a common terminology and conceptual
understanding that will be helpful later in their
academic and professional careers, whether they pursue
jobs as geologists, geophysicists, or reservoir
engineers. This textbook offers theoretical guidelines
of how the facies and time relationships are expected
to be under specific circumstances such as subsidence
patterns, sediment supply, topographic gradients, etc.
It goes beyond the standard treatment of sequence
stratigraphy by focusing on a more user-friendly and
flexible method of analysis of the sedimentary rock
record than other current methods. The text is richly
illustrated with dozens of full color photographs and
original illustrations of outcrop, core, well log, and
3D seismic data. There is a dedicated chapter on
discussions and conclusions, along with an instructor
site containing images from the book. Principles of
Sequence Stratigraphy will appeal to researchers and
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professionals, as well as upper graduate and graduate
students in stratigraphy, sedimentology, petroleum
peology and engineering, economic geology, coal
geology, seismic exploration, precambrian geology, and
mining geology and engineering. * Offers theoretical
guidelines of how the facies and time relationships
are expected to be under specific circumstances such
as subsidence patterns, sediment supply, topographic
gradients, etc. * Contains numerous high-quality and
full-color diagrams, photographs and illustrations,
virtually on every aid in comprehension of the subject
* Features a dedicated chapter on discussions and
conclusions incorporating all previous chapters with
references, basic principles and strategies * Provides
an extensive list of references for further reading,
as well as an author and subject index for quick
information access

Presenting a new vision in the field, this compelling
book explores Earth's history as a series of
interrelated processes that continue to have
significant outcomes for humans and other living
things. It captures the excitement of historical
geology by utilizing active, visually rich learning
methods. Readers will gain a strong understanding of
the fundamental concepts used in the interpretation of
Earth's physical, chemical, and biological evolution
over the last 4.5 billion years. They'll also discover
how to interpret the interaction of living creatures
with their environments through time by following the
book's innovative framework.
This combination of text and lab book presents an
entirely different approach to structural geology.
Designed for undergraduate laboratory classes, it
provides a step-by-step guide for solving geometric
problems arising from structural field observations.
The book discusses both traditional methods and
cutting-edge approaches, with emphasis given to
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graphical methods and visualization techniques that
support students in tackling challenging two- and
three-dimensional problems. Numerous exercises
encourage practice in using the techniques, and
demonstrate how field observations can be converted
into useful information about geological structures
and the processes responsible for creating them. This
updated fourth edition incorporates new material on
stress, deformation, strain and flow, and the
underlying mathematics of the subject. With stereonet
plots and solutions to the exercises available online
at www.cambridge.org/ragan, this book is a key
resource for undergraduates, advanced students and
researchers wanting to improve their practical skills
in structural geology.
Geologic Time Scale 2020 (2 volume set) contains
contributions from 80+ leading scientists who present
syntheses in an easy-to-understand format that
includes numerous color charts, maps and photographs.
In addition to detailed overviews of
chronostratigraphy, evolution, geochemistry, sequence
stratigraphy and planetary geology, the GTS2020
volumes have separate chapters on each geologic period
with compilations of the history of divisions, the
current GSSPs (global boundary stratotypes), detailed
bio-geochem-sequence correlation charts, and
derivation of the age models. The authors are on the
forefront of chronostratigraphic research and
initiatives surrounding the creation of an
international geologic time scale. The included charts
display the most up-to-date, international standard as
ratified by the International Commission on
Stratigraphy and the International Union of Geological
Sciences. As the framework for deciphering the history
of our planet Earth, this book is essential for
practicing Earth Scientists and academics. •
Completely updated geologic time scale • Provides the
most detailed integrated geologic time scale available
that compiles and synthesize information in one
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reference • Gives insights on the construction,
strengths and limitations of the geological time scale
that greatly enhances its function and its utility
Undergraduate engineering students need good
mathematics skills. This textbook supports this need
by placing a strong emphasis on visualization and the
methods and tools needed across the whole of
engineering. The visual approach is emphasized, and
excessive proofs and derivations are avoided. The
visual images explain and teach the mathematical
methods. The book’s website provides dynamic and
interactive codes in Mathematica to accompany the
examples for the reader to explore on their own with
Mathematica or the free Computational Document Format
player, and it provides access for instructors to a
solutions manual. Strongly emphasizes a visual
approach to engineering mathematics Written for years
2 to 4 of an engineering degree course Website offers
support with dynamic and interactive Mathematica code
and instructor’s solutions manual Brian Vick is an
associate professor at Virginia Tech in the United
States and is a longtime teacher and researcher. His
style has been developed from teaching a variety of
engineering and mathematical courses in the areas of
heat transfer, thermodynamics, engineering design,
computer programming, numerical analysis, and system
dynamics at both undergraduate and graduate levels.
eResource material is available for this title at
www.crcpress.com/9780367432768.
Visualizing Earth Science relies heavily on rich
visuals to expand on concepts for students and
solidify their understanding of them. This accessible
format, coupled with the assumption that students have
little knowledge of earth science, allows students to
navigate through the material with greater ease the
goal being to help them understand the world around
them and interpret what they see in a meaningful,
accurate and exciting way. Authors Zeeya Merali and
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Brian Skinner focus on visual learning in their debut
of their first edition, Visualizing Earth Science.
This text weaves illustrated timelines throughout to
exemplify how concepts fit together and develop over
time. Students will quickly learn difficult concepts
with this innovative, visual approach.
A resource for middle and high school teachers offers
activities, lesson plans, experiments, demonstrations,
and games for teaching physics, chemistry, biology,
and the earth and space sciences.
The GOES-R Series: A New Generation of Geostationary
Environmental Satellites introduces the reader to the
most significant advance in weather technology in a
generation. The world’s new constellation of
geostationary operational environmental satellites
(GOES) are in the midst of a drastic revolution with
their greatly improved capabilities that provide
orders of magnitude improvements in spatial, temporal
and spectral resolution. Never before have routine
observations been possible over such a wide area.
Imagine satellite images over the full disk every 10
or 15 minutes and monitoring of severe storms,
cyclones, fires and volcanic eruptions on the scale of
minutes. Introduces the GOES-R Series, with chapters
on each of its new products Provides an overview of
how to read new satellite images Includes full-color
images and online animations that demonstrate the
power of this new technology
Although GIS provides powerful functionality for
spatial analysis, data overlay and storage, these
spatially oriented systems lack the ability to
represent temporal dynamics, which is a major
impediment to its use in surface modeling. However,
rapid development of computing technology in recent
years has made real-time spatial analysis and realtime data visualization become realizable. Based on
newly developed methods, Surface Modeling: High
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Accuracy and High Speed Methods explores solutions to
big-error and slow-efficiency problems, two critical
challenges that have long plagued those working in
with geographical information system (GIS) and
computer-aided design (CAD). By developing high
accuracy and high speed methods for surface modeling,
the book builds a bridge between the mathematicaloriented theory of surface modeling and the useroriented application where the user is actually able
to retrieve information on the method itself. The
author examines a novel method of high accuracy
surface modeling (HASM) in terms of the fundamental
theorem of surfaces. He then analyzes the coefficient
matrix and develops an adaptive method of HASM (HASMAM), a multi-grade method of HASM (HASM-MG), and an
adjustment method of HASM (HASM-AD). He uses numerical
tests and real world studies to demonstrate that HASMAM, HASM-MG, and HASM-AD have highly accelerated
computational speed, especially for simulations with
huge computational work. Building on this, the book
discusses a HASM-based method for dynamic simulation
(HASM-FDS), and then applies HASM methods to simulate
terrains, climate change, ecosystem change, land
cover, and soil properties. It demonstrates HASM's
potential for simulating population distribution,
human carrying capacity, ecosystem services,
ecological diversity, change detection, and wind
velocity. The book concludes with a discussion of the
problems that exist in surface modeling on a global
level and evaluates possible solutions to these
problems.
Federal Data Science serves as a guide for federal
software engineers, government analysts, economists,
researchers, data scientists, and engineering managers
in deploying data analytics methods to governmental
processes. Driven by open government (2009) and big
data (2012) initiatives, federal agencies have a
serious need to implement intelligent data management
methods, share their data, and deploy advanced
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analytics to their processes. Using federal data for
reactive decision making is not sufficient anymore,
intelligent data systems allow for proactive
activities that lead to benefits such as: improved
citizen services, higher accountability, reduced
delivery inefficiencies, lower costs, enhanced
national insights, and better policy making. No other
government-dedicated work has been found in literature
that addresses this broad topic. This book provides
multiple use-cases, describes federal data science
benefits, and fills the gap in this critical and
timely area. Written and reviewed by academics,
industry experts, and federal analysts, the problems
and challenges of developing data systems for
government agencies is presented by actual developers,
designers, and users of those systems, providing a
unique and valuable real-world perspective. Offers a
range of data science models, engineering tools, and
federal use-cases Provides foundational observations
into government data resources and requirements
Introduces experiences and examples of data openness
from the US and other countries A step-by-step guide
for the conversion of government towards data-driven
policy making Focuses on presenting data models that
work within the constraints of the US government
Presents the why, the what, and the how of injecting
AI into federal culture and software systems
Map Librarianship identifies basic geoliteracy
concepts and enhances reference and instruction skills
by providing details on finding, downloading,
delivering, and assessing maps, remotely sensed
imagery, and other geospatial resources and services,
primarily from trusted government sources. By offering
descriptions of traditional maps, geographic
information systems (GIS), remote sensing, and other
geospatial technologies, the book provides a timely
and practical guide for the map and geospatial
librarian to blend confidence in traditional library
skill sets. Includes rarely discussed concepts of
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citing and referencing maps and geospatial data, fair
use and copyright Creates an awareness and
appreciation of existing print map collections, while
building digital stewardship with surrogate map and
aerial imagery collections Provides an introduction to
the theory and applications of GIS, remote sensing,
participatory neogeography and neocartography
practices, and other geospatial technologies Includes
a list of geospatial resources with descriptions and
illustrations of commonly used map types and formats,
online geospatial data sources, and an introduction to
the most commonly used geospatial software packages
available, on both desktop and mobile platforms
This new text is presented in a style aimed at drawing
students into close engagement with the subject
matter, providing a solid education and fostering a
sense of wonder and responsibility for God's amazing
world. This text is perfect for middle school-aged
students. It includes all the popular characteristics
of Novare textbooks: smaller profile, vibrant,
original, and relevant graphics, lucid conversational
prose, and an approach that connects students with
real-world science as stewards of God's creation. And
of course, Novare's guiding principles of Mastery,
Integration, and Kingdom perspective are woven
throughout this text. Mastery learning is felt in the
way key concepts, definitions, and skills are
repeatedly brought up so that students rehearse and
reencounter materials with a view toward more thorough
retention of course content. We integrate relevant
subjects such as mathematics, history, language
skills, measurement, and more to both enhance the
reading and demonstrate the connections that exist
between all subjects. And Novare's Kingdom Perspective
is evident in the attribution of the marvels of
creation to God's creative power. Author Kevin
Nelstead regularly draws the reader to appreciate the
intricacy and excellence of God's works, tying in
scripture where appropriate. Earth Science should be
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about much more than learning about rocks and
mountains and the seasons. Think about how huge God's
mandate to humans is that we are to steward and
exhibit vice regency over creation! The best Christian
curriculum will bring students into the wonder of
God's astounding creation and foster the mind of a
gracious and caring steward. Within the context of the
fascinating study of landforms, minerals and planetary
phenomena, many other timely and important topics are
covered including conservation of natural resources,
climate change, pollution, environmental justice, and
the current scientific consensus concerning geologic
history.
This market-leading textbook has been fully updated in
response to extensive user feedback. It includes a new
chapter on joints and veins, additional examples from
around the world, and stunning new field photos.
Extended online resources reinforce key topics using
summaries, examples, and innovative animations to
bring concepts to life.
Visualizing Weather and Climate Change will capture
the reader's interest in weather and climate and then
use that interest to engage them in activities that
demonstrate the science that serves as the basis of
the discipline. Sections such as Eye on the Atmosphere
use beautiful imagery to help them see the atmosphere
through the eyes of a meteorologist and ask scientific
questions that place significant features in
atmospheric context. It also includes expanded
coverage of global change and recent phenomena.
Chapter summaries, self-tests and critical thinking
questions help prepare readers for quizzes and tests
while the illustrated case studies offer a wide
variety of in-depth examinations that address
important issues in the field of environmental
science.
Presenting a new vision in the field, this compelling
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book explores Earth's history as a series of
interrelated processes that continue to have
significant outcomes for humans and other living
things. It captures the excitement of historical
geology by utilizing active, visually rich learning
methods. Readers will gain a strong understanding of
the fundamental concepts used in the interpretation of
Earth's physical, chemical, and biological evolution
over the last 4.5 billion years. They'll also discover
how to interpret the interaction of living creatures
with their environments through time by following the
book's innovative framework.
Introduction to Statistical Investigations leads
students to learn about the process of conducting
statistical investigations from data collection, to
exploring data, to statistical inference, to drawing
appropriate conclusions. The text is designed for a
one-semester introductory statistics course. It
focuses on genuine research studies, active learning,
and effective use of technology. Simulations and
randomization tests introduce statistical inference,
yielding a strong conceptual foundation that bridges
students to theory-based inference approaches.
Repetition allows students to see the logic and scope
of inference. This implementation follows the GAISE
recommendations endorsed by the American Statistical
Association.
This book presents recent developments on the
theoretical, algorithmic, and application aspects of
Big Data in Complex and Social Networks. The book
consists of four parts, covering a wide range of
topics. The first part of the book focuses on data
storage and data processing. It explores how the
efficient storage of data can fundamentally support
intensive data access and queries, which enables
sophisticated analysis. It also looks at how data
processing and visualization help to communicate
information clearly and efficiently. The second part
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of the book is devoted to the extraction of essential
information and the prediction of web content. The
book shows how Big Data analysis can be used to
understand the interests, location, and search history
of users and provide more accurate predictions of User
Behavior. The latter two parts of the book cover the
protection of privacy and security, and emergent
applications of big data and social networks. It
analyzes how to model rumor diffusion, identify
misinformation from massive data, and design
intervention strategies. Applications of big data and
social networks in multilayer networks and multiparty
systems are also covered in-depth.
Visualizing Microbiology, 1st Edition provides an
introduction to microbiology for students who require
the basic fundamentals of microbiology as a
requirement for their major or course of study. The
unique visual pedagogy of the Visualizing series
provides a powerful combination of content, visuals,
multimedia and videos ideal for microbiology. A
dynamic learning platform encouraging engagement with
real clinical content, Visualizing Microbiology also
brings the narrative to life with integrated
multimedia helping students see and understand the
unseen in the world of microbiology.
Exploring Earth Science by Reynolds/Johnson is an
innovative textbook intended for an introductory
college geology course, such as Earth Science. This
ground-breaking, visually spectacular book was
designed from cognitive and educational research on
how students think, learn, and study. Nearly all
information in the book is built around 2,600
photographs and stunning illustrations, rather than
being in long blocks of text that are not articulated
with figures. These annotated illustrations help
students visualize geologic processes and concepts,
and are suited to the way most instructors already
teach. To alleviate cognitive load and help students
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focus on one important geologic process or concept at
a time, the book consists entirely of two-page spreads
organized into 20 chapters. Each two-page spread is a
self-contained block of information about a specific
topic, emphasizing geologic concepts, processes,
features, and approaches. These spreads help students
learn and organize geologic knowledge in a new and
exciting way. Inquiry is embedded throughout the book,
modeling how scientists investigate problems. The
title of each two-page spread and topic heading is a
question intended to get readers to think about the
topic and become interested and motivated to explore
the two-page spread for answers. Each chapter is a
learning cycle, which begins with a visually engaging
two-page spread about a compelling geologic issue.
Each chapter ends with an Investigation that
challenges students with a problem associated with a
virtual place. The world-class media, spectacular
presentations, and assessments are all tightly
articulated with the textbook. This book is designed
to encourage students to observe, interpret, think
critically, and engage in authentic inquiry, and is
highly acclaimed by reviewers, instructors, and
students.
This book starts with an overview of GIS technology,
what GIS technology is, what it can do, what software
products are available, etc. Then, throughout the
book, the author explains with many case studies,
programs, maps, graphics, and 3D models how GIS and
other related technologies can be used to automate
mapping processes, collect, process, edit, store,
manage, and share datasets, statistically analyze
data, model, and visualize large datasets to
understand patterns, trends, and relationships to make
educated decisions. This book is an excellent resource
for anyone who is interested in GIS and related
technologies, geology, natural resource, and
environmental science.
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A Concise Geologic Time Scale: 2016 presents a summary
of Earth's history over the past 4.5 billion years, as
well as a brief overview of contemporaneous events on
the Moon, Mars, and Venus. The authors have been at
the forefront of chronostratigraphic research and
initiatives to create an international geologic time
scale for many years, and the charts in this book
present the most up-to-date international standard, as
ratified by the International Commission on
Stratigraphy and the International Union of Geological
Sciences. This book is an essential reference for all
geoscientists, including researchers, students, and
petroleum and mining professionals. The presentation
is non-technical and illustrated with numerous colour
charts, maps and photographs. The book also includes a
detachable laminated card of the complete time scale
for use as a handy reference in the office,
laboratory, or field. Presents a summary of Earth's
history over the past 4.5 billion years Includes a
brief overview of contemporaneous events on the Moon,
Mars, and Venus Includes full-color figures including
charts, stratigraphic profiles, and photographs to
enhance understanding of each geologic period
Correlates regional geologic stages to the standard
definitions approved by the International Commission
on Stratigraphy Offers an explanation of the methods
used to create the time scale
Amongst the challenges that elementary teachers may
often face as they introduce their students to science
is the need to maintain a solid understanding of the
many scientific concepts and details themselves. This
indispensible resource, intended for pre- and inservice elementary school teachers, provides concise
and comprehensible explanation of key concepts across
science disciplines. Organized around the National
Science Education Standards, the book tackles the full
range of the elementary curriculum including life
sciences, ecological sciences, physical sciences, and
earth sciences. Although not a methods text, the clear
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and accessible definitions offered by veteran teacher
educator Jeffrey Bloom will nonetheless help teachers
understand science concepts to the degree to which
they can develop rich and exciting inquiry approaches
to exploring these concepts with children. Perfect as
a companion to any elementary science methods textbook
or as a stand alone reference for practitioners, The
Really Useful Elementary Science Book is a resource
teachers will want to reach for again and again.
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